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workshop agenda
Real workshop atmosphere

lively discussions

Reports from all POGs (and not only)

long list of studies, improvements and new developments

full agenda can be found at this link

The main goal for 2013 is to improve the HLT reconstruction to be as 
much as possible as the offline one

in order to apply tighter cuts (more similar to offline analyses) improving the purity of the trigger path 
without loosing signal acceptance.

Short summary Good News:
 we will have improved objects at HLT in 2015

Short summary Bad News:
it may not be enough to reduce the rate as much as we need

Improving the trigger strategy is mandatory to reduce the overall rate

i.e. develop less inclusive triggers and apply cross triggers whenever is possible
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https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceOtherViews.py?view=standard&confId=255225
https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceOtherViews.py?view=standard&confId=255225


POG task list
As already said the plan is to improve the HLT 
performance

moving to the use of Particle Flow reconstruction as much as possible

At the same time the Particle Flow itself (@ HLT) 
must be improved to: 

have better performances

improve the timing 

a special intra-pog group (GED) is working to coordinate the effort

Full task list can be found at this link
man power is needed, please volunteer!
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AlS5urlQVc4AdE16dGFXRmhDZDhBWW5tUHM5OEZzc2c&usp=drive_web
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AlS5urlQVc4AdE16dGFXRmhDZDhBWW5tUHM5OEZzc2c&usp=drive_web


Just an example
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Muons
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Improvements in both L2 and L3 muon reconstruction

HLT reconstruction getting more and more similar to offline one

We will be able to apply tighter HLT cuts w/o signal efficiency loss



L3 Muon reconstruction
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Modified L3 reconstruction allows efficiency recovery 
wrt 2012 standard reconstruction



EGamma PFClustering
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EGamma isolation
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Every POG is moving toward PFlow based isolation
improved bkg suppression is expected

Preliminary results on (ecal only) isolation are promising
at the same efficiency rate is reduced by more than 33%



Electron GSF tracking @HLT
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less rate (~10%) 
same efficiency

GSF tracking finally available at HLT

rate reduction of about 10%-20% for high pT 

80 GeV electrons

need to evaluate the impact for lower pT electrons



JETMET
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New group of people started to work on the JETMET

Quite a long task list, for the moment foscusing on
Jet Energy Corrections

improving the use of Particle Flow objects

MET rate reduction

While on the JET side we are still warming up, MET 
studies already shown possible improvements

extra MET type, as trackMET, are being investigated as well



Effect of PU on jet turn on
The work “just” started

need to understand the features present in the present reconstruction

not an easy job!
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Effect of PU on jet turn on
The work “just” started

need to understand the features present in the present reconstruction

not an easy job!

JEC seems not to work properly on low pT jets
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PU substruction
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Noise Cleaning at HLT
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Noise Cleaning at HLT
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Tracking
Quite a lot of work is ongoing to try to reduce the 
timing at HLT

still far from optimization

stay tuned!
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Conclusions
2013 is devoted to improve object reconstruction @ HLT

main goal is to increase the use of Particle Flow reconstruction

improving the HLT version as much as possible

a lot of work have done, but still a lot in front of us

Still the development of less inclusive triggers is mandatory
even if we can apply tighter cuts online, we still may need to use combined 
triggers

in order not to loose important phase space 

especially for bkg estimation

Improvements on Tracking, PFlow isolation and JETMET 
are expected soon

if interested in contributing to the work let us know!
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